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all his cultural contacts only through VOKS, applies (to
give a random example) to be allowed to meet a professor
in the university. Here is a record from my diary of the
experience he may expect:— .
Visit to Professor X at the University. Applied to VOKS, March
3rd. Renewed application March 9th and March 20th. Told the
professor was busy but would probably be able to give an interview
soon. Renewed application April 4th, 6th, 14th, 21st, 27th, and
May 13th and 17th. No result. In June, made contact direct with
the Committee for Higher Education, and explained failure of VOKS
to arrange interview; saw the professor officially five days later,
and found he had not been approached by VOKS at all, and was
delighted to have an interview.
It is experiences like this one which discourage the
diplomatists and pressmen in Moscow. But this initial
period of frustration is inevitable. It should not embitter
the serious student, for it is not all due to deliberate
obstruction; it is partly due to the easy-goingness of the
Russian character, somewhat reminiscent of the Irish,
which is exasperating when one is in a hurry, but which
explains many admirable Russian qualities. By good-
natured persistence it is possible to circumvent the defence-
in-depth put up by the minor ranks of the bureaucracy;
and once the foreigner has reached the men who are really
doing the work of remaking Russia, he finds himself in an*
entirely different, exhilarating atmosphere. It is this
atmosphere and the work done in it, not the petty ineptitudes
of VOKS, which the present b6ok sets out to record.
But before these introductory comments are closed can
any explanation be given for the official attitude toward
foreigners? I think it can. There are two reasons which
explain, even if they do not justify, the official attitude.
The first is historical. Although there have been periods
of liberality toward the west, Russia always has, on and off,
been suspicious of foreigners, especially of diplomatists,
A century ago it was difficult to move about Russia * with-
out-intervention by official persons', and in the old days
some envoys found themselves virtually prisoners in Russia.

